Ab initio molecular dynamics simulations and g-tensor calculations of aqueous benzosemiquinone radical anion: effects of regular and "T-stacked" hydrogen bonds.
Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (CP-MD) simulations of the benzosemiquinone radical anion in aqueous solution have been performed at ambient conditions. Analysis of the trajectory shows not only extensive hydrogen bonding to the carbonyl oxygen atoms (ca. 4-5.6 water molecules depending on distance criteria), but also relatively long-lived "T-stacked" hydrogen bonds to the semiquinone pi-system. These results are discussed in the context of recent findings on semiquinone-protein interactions in photosynthetic reaction centers, and of EPR and vibration spectroscopical data for the aqueous system. Snapshots from the CP-MD trajectory are used for the first quantum chemical analyses of dynamical effects on electronic g-tensors, using cluster models and a recently developed density functional method. In particular, the effects of intermolecular hydrogen-bond dynamics on the g-tensor components are examined, in comparison with recent EPR and ENDOR studies.